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Narrative Report for the Student Exchange Visit
from Uru Secondary School, Tanzania
to William Howard School, Brampton, Cumbria
June/July 2011

Background to the Exchange:
Uru Secondary School is a co ed church school with about 400 students in Forms 1 to 4. It is
situated on the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro about 8 miles from Moshi.
The William Howard School-Uru School Link was formed in 1987 when the coordinator met the
Chair of Uru School Governors at an Energy Conference in Cumbria.
At first WHS sent textbooks and other gifts to Uru. The first exchange took place in 1989 when
a group of 13 students from WHS went to Uru. Since then there has been an exchange visit
each way every other year except in 2002 when the visit was postponed due to a terrorist threat.
This was the eleventh visit of Uru School to Brampton.
WHS has also had a few Uru students studying in the sixth form on long term visits and often
WHS students go to teach English at Uru School if they take a year out between A levels and
further education. Students have also completed medical electives in Uru.
The Link has grown within the two communities. Local groups, including the Church of England,
the Methodist Church, the Women’s Institute, the Parish Council, the Bowling Club and the
feeder primary schools are all involved in the Link. We also work closely with Brampton
Tanzania Trust which funds local community projects.
Every other year we organise an Easter curriculum development visit where WHS teachers and
local primary teachers from our feeder schools spend two weeks near the school and put
together educational packages which has been used in primary schools and in the WHS
teaching about Tanzania

The Welcoming Party
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Aims of the Link:
Aims of the William Howard School–Uru Secondary School Link:
Through a two way partnership between both communities we are working together:
 To help break down human prejudice
 To promote and foster mutual understanding between both nationalities and hence
better co-operation and understanding between our two nations.
 To increase awareness of world issues.
All partners in both sides of the link will cooperate and work together to promote these aims.

These aims were ratified at a meeting on 16 July 1992 by:
Roger Alston, Head of William Howard School
Michael Kiringo, Head of Uru Secondary School
Joanna Mathews, Chair of Governors of William Howard School
Phil Furneaux, William Howard School Link Coordinator
Joseph Masao, Deputy Head of Uru School.

Councillors for a day

Meeting the Mayor & consort

Cultural Events were also held at our feeder primaries.
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Aims of the Visit and Learning Outcomes:
The following aims were developed during discussions which took place at a twilight session in
October 2010.
Team building
 Team work – tolerance
 Being a team player
 Helping others
 Working well with others
 Patience – be supportive to others
 Leadership
Personal Skills:
 How to manage time and money
 Work on how to prioritise;
 Develop independence;
 Increase responsibility;
 Learn to compromise with peer pressure;
 Become more self confident;
 Become more self aware and disciplined;
 Learn to cope with disappointment;
 Learn to cope with pressure;
 Able to adapt to difficult situations;
 Develop emotional strength;
 Be hardworking and determined;
 Demonstrate a positive attitude.
Organisational skills
 Listening skills;
 Time management;
 Getting paperwork in on time
Learning:
 Learning language;
 Respect for other cultures;
 Education system, leisure, role of the family, community;
 Environmental issues
Social skills
 Co-operate and be willing to learn from others
 Speak to a variety of people during events
 Fund raising with a range of people;
Other:
Make new friends both Tanzanian and British.
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Recruitment and Selection:
Recruitment took place at the end of Sept 2010 at Year11 and Year 12 assemblies. Students
were invited to take part in a ONE year project which involved fundraising for the Uru School
visit and preparing for the visit by attending after school meetings and going on a weekend
residential. At first 62 students declared an interest but by selection in July the number was
down to 26. The students dropped out for various reasons such as too much work & other
commitments.
The overseas visiting group were selected by the Uru School teachers on the basis of the
students’ ability to speak English, age (16 years or over), sociability and sex (5 boys and 5
girls). Interviews took place at the school in August and we had a list of students by September
2010. There was one change to the list when a girl was deemed not eligible later in Feb 2011.

Walby Farm

With friends on home stays

Learning new hobbies

At the seaside

Young People’s Participation and Preparation.
The preparation programme included fundraising, after school meetings, a residential weekend
and two parents’ meetings.
The fundraising events consisted of
 School discos,
 Morrisons and Marks and Spencer’s bag packing
 Non-uniform day and cake bake
 Individual events such as music nights, race nights, bingo, quiz competitions etc. The
students very much enjoyed being in charge of raising a set amount of money (£100) in
their own way.
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Cake Sales at all school progress evenings.
Staff coffee mornings.

The residential weekend involved an 8 mile walk in the Lake District while staying at a village
hall. It was a very rewarding experience for the whole group to work together as a team
planning meals and to achieve such a long distance on the walk. This was facilitated by
employing Moira Houlan to lead the walk and get all the group including staff to carry out team
building activities. The discussions during the weekend included: desired learning outcomes for
the year and ideas for the programme for the visit. Also, we chose the final theme of the joint
project which was “The impact of tourism on the local community and how people have
diversified”.
After-school meetings included discussions and decisions of the selection process for the
outgoing visit in 2010, organising fundraising events, and preparations for the visit. There were
also meetings every fortnight at lunchtimes to ensure that all the team felt fully engaged in the
process.
The cross-cultural preparation took place during the residential weekend, during lunch time
meetings and at the parents meeting. We had a lot of discussion about where to take our
guests during their stay so that they experienced the life of a Cumbrian adolescent and saw a
breadth and variety of events and the general logistics of accommodating a guest and the
appropriateness of gifts. The full preparation for the home visits took place at a parents’ meeting
a month before the visit. We also had a thorough discussion of the programme and made last
minute changes as suggested by parents and the team.
The communication with Uru School beforehand was through emails, text, Facebook and Ellen’s
visit in Feb 2011. The choice of the joint project was made by the WHS group choosing a list of
possible topics for the theme and then the Tanzanian group discussing all of these possible
topics with Ellen at meetings in Uru School in February. Everyone felt that tourism has a huge
impact on both communities and this was the reason for choosing this as a project.
The Tanzanian students were very well prepared for their visit. They had meetings with
teachers who have been to the UK and the British way of life and customs were explained.
There is a very strong link committee at Uru School and Ellen attended one of their meetings to
fully discuss the proposed programme so that all were clear about the learning objectives.
The WHS Y7, Y8 and Y9 students were prepared for the visit by completing work in their PD
classes on life in Tanzania and preparing a question sheet to use in their lessons when the
Tanzanians arrived. The link team also put up displays and talked to people at school discos
about the importance of our link.

Air Travel:
The group travelled from Kilimanjaro International Airport to London Heathrow with Ethiopian
Airways. The travel agent used was North South Travel. They were incredibly helpful and
efficient and we would highly recommend them to anyone who needs to book group travel. The
decision to fly to Heathrow was driven by cost as there was a significant difference in the cost of
this flight compared to the one with KLM we usually use to Newcastle even when we factored in
the hire of a minibus to collect the group. Will and Ellen undertook the drive to Heathrow and the
Tanzanian group quite enjoyed the journey as they got to see many of the big UK cities!
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Programme and Integration:
The full programme is given in the Appendix.
The WHS group consisted of 28 students. These students took part in most of the activities. As
this group of students had been working all year fundraising and generally preparing for the
visit, they were quite nervous about how they would get on with the Tanzanian students.
The first meeting took place at our welcoming party following a very long journey from
Heathrow! The Tanzanians were both excited and overwhelmed by the whole experience but
integrated immediately with the WHS group as many of the students who visited Uru in July
2010 attended the party and helped with introducing the new WHS team. As always, our
Tanzanian guests began dancing at the welcome party and got as many people as possible to
join in and the July 2010 group and Uru students sang songs to entertain us all. The party was
hosted by the local Methodist church.
On Thursday, the Tanzanians went on the traditional visit to meet the Mayor of Carlisle and his
wife. They were as usual very welcoming although I think the Tanzanians enjoyed the trip to
KFC more! In the evening they had a wonderful BBQ with the July 2010 group with more food
than anyone could eat and lots of singing into the night. There was also a wedding at Low
Luckens so the Uru visitors were able to meet many old UK friends attending the wedding as
the Downham family are strong link supporters with their children taking part in exchanges over
the years. Friday was a late start after the partying the night before and we had a nice quiet
lunch at Talkin Tarn and happily fed the ducks before meeting the link team for the Brampton
tour – we purchased a local town trail which proved to be lots of fun for all!

Team building game on the Threlkeld
residential

Glorious day in the Lake District

This was followed by a residential at Threlkeld Parish Rooms near Keswick in the heart of the
Lake District. This weekend was organised so the two groups would mix as much as possible
and get to know each other. We did a lot of good team building activities. Friday night started
with each Tanzanian student paired with members of the UK group (including the staff) to cook
an evening meal which was great fun and really got the teamwork started. Once at the centre,
the group then started working in the format for the whole school assemblies planned for the
following week by beginning to learn traditional Tanzanian songs to sing together.
Saturday involved group games led by an external trainer Moira Houlan to encourage
interaction at the hall to begin with and then a very beautiful walk from Threlkeld to Keswick via
Glenderaterra, with more games and discussion on the effects of tourism and erosion that is
prominent on Skiddaw. The group walked back through Keswick and had some time together in
small teams to show their Tanzanian guest some of the highlights like the local market and a
supper of fish and chips!
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Saturday night focused on more discussion of the joint project and practising the format of the
assembly.
On Sunday, our Tanzanian visitors went to the local church in Keswick very early in the morning
as the church service times had changed from 2009, whilst our students completed evaluations
and the group then met up to go for a walk around Whinlatter Forest to gather more evidence
for their project work on the effects of tourism in our area.
By the end of Sunday we felt like one cohesive group and great friendships had been formed as
there had been really good opportunities to mix and learn about each other. My family and I
collected the group to return to Low Luckens and we had pizza for tea.
The results of the UK students’ learning outcomes are shown in the appendix.

Enjoying the forest activities at
Whinlatter

Getting to know each other

During week 2, the Tanzanians met each year group in the school following house assemblies.
Each house is named after a Tanzanian tree which the student body voted for and at each
assembly 3 members of each Tanzanian group joined each house which they were all thrilled
about! As we had time to practise this over the weekend in Threlkeld we made sure that
everyone was introduced from both groups of people which worked well and helped to break
the ice as students recognised that there were many similarities in interests and hobbies. We
sang the link song before volunteers in each year group spent the day with a Tanzanian guest
and so they went to many lessons and met a range of staff and students. The Tanzanians learnt
how the school was organised and were able to meet and relax with a lot of students in the
school. They were able to play football during breaks and quickly integrated with the school
community. As always, this is a very successful week with lots of activities undertaken and the
WHS students are able to use their knowledge gained in PD lessons to ask questions about life
in Tanzania. This exchange of cultural ideas is vital to maintaining our link and I felt it was very
positive that by the end of the second week all students in the school had had opportunities to
meet and spend time with the Tanzanian group and discuss their lifestyle differences.
The Tanzanian group stayed at Low Luckens Centre for the first 2 weeks again this year. We
chose to do this again because it meant the Tanzanians can spend time by themselves during
those first two weeks to assimilate all of the information that they seem to be almost bombarded
with at the start of their stay. During free time they socialised in the newly re-furbished sixth form
centre which has a common room, café and computer access and this helped with the
integration of the main team and also they were also able to mix well with the rest of the school
as students knew where to find the Tanzanians if they wanted a chat or a game of football.
The home visits went according to plan. The families took the students on trips and to local
events. Most members of the group were able to accommodate a Tanzanian visitor. This is
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always a very successful part of the exchange with strong friendships formed and this is also
true of the staff who stay with our teachers.
In the third week, the Tanzanians spent the majority of their time visiting our local feeder
primaries. This has become a very successful part of the exchange, especially as many of our
primaries now have established links of their own with the local Uru primaries and so catch up
on news and pass gifts. I was able to accompany them on a number of visits this year which
was good for me to see how each school responded and organised a visit and allowed me
opportunity to think of ways we could work more collaboratively in the future. As we have 23
feeder primary schools we also put on an afternoon’s presentation in school which was well
attended and enjoyed by all with lots of intuitive questioning.
We also worked on our joint project. Four days were allocated to the planning of this and during
the last week this was finalised. One of our new trips this year to help focus on the theme of
tourism and diversity was to a local farm attraction called Walby Farm. Walby has been in the
same family for a number of generations but was becoming unviable especially after the
outbreak of foot and mouth in 2001 and so the family looked to diversify and with young children
turned the farm in to a tourist attraction which includes a large indoor play area. The owner
(Neil) gave an excellent talk and tour about the farm and really engaged with the group so that
they were all very impressed and enthralled with what he had to tell them. After the serious
work, they then set to work having lots of fun on the different play areas including the dare devil
red slide – not one I have managed to conquer yet! Both groups thoroughly enjoyed this visit
and this and the Whinlatter trip really helped them to develop an understanding of the need to
diversification in order for industries to survive in a changing economic climate.
During the final week we went on our cultural visit to North Yorkshire. This had proved to be a
good way to end the visit in 2009 so we kept the format of having this in the last week. The trip
to Beamish is excellent for the Tanzanian visitors as they see many items in everyday use in
Tanzania in the displays which always surprises them! It was also excellent for cementing
friendships and allowing our group responsibility as they were able to discover the park on their
own in small groups with designated meeting areas and so spent a lot of time talking to each
other about what they were seeing. The Headteacher of Uru School is very keen that this is a
regular part of the exchange programme as he believes it is vital for his group to see how
progress can be made in a short period of time.

Enjoying the street art in York

Technology moves forward?!

The group once again spent two nights at Cote Ghyll Caravan Park with mixed Tanzanian and
English groups sharing tents which was a real experience for them all and a logistics’ nightmare
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for me! The site is very welcoming and very secure and we have formed a good relationship
with the site owners.
Day two was a trip to York with visits to the Railway Museum, the Minster, Art Gallery and a
variety of historical sites which were all connected by a walk around the city. Our ex chair of
governors and lease holder of Usagara has now moved to York and she came along to act as a
guide to the group which meant that lots of interesting facts were learnt. We purchased the
Minister treasure trail this year which gave a much better focus on this part of the tour and all
the group reported that they enjoyed this. Our evening meal was again at the very
accommodating pub we have used for the last 3 visits with a superb lasagne.

Beamish

Enjoying (?!) Lightwater Valley

Leaving Party
The final day of the trip was the traditional visit to Lightwater Valley Theme Park. Having already
experienced our idea of fun and leisure at Walby this was not quite the culture shock it can often
be. As it was the end of term, the park was once again quite empty and so lots of opportunities
for riding and scaring the Tanzanians!
The leaving party was held at Castle Carrock Village Hall and the mayor kindly agreed to attend
to award the entire group with their CYEC certificates. Lots of speeches were given and tears
were shed but it was a joyful occasion with projects and photos on display for all the parents
and community attendees to see.
An evaluation of the programme is given in the Appendix. Most of the activities enabled the
team building skills to be accessed. I am happy that the programme overall has enabled the two
groups to communicate meaningfully and achieve the learning objectives.
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Accommodation
During the first 10 days the Tanzanians stayed together in a residential centre on an organic
farm called Low Luckens which is owned by a family whose children came to WHS and took
part in the link at various times. This gave them the necessary time and space to be by
themselves and overcome their culture shock at the English way of doing things.
They then stayed with families, staying with two families for a week with each.
Health and Safety
We had two medical problems this year with a coldsore and flu and once again we were well
supported by the local medical practice. We carried out in depth risk assessments on all
activities to ensure compliance with Health and Safety.
Young People’s Evaluation of their Experiences
The results of the evaluation of the learning outcomes and the narrative descriptions of
individual parts of the programme are in the Appendix.
Follow up of the Visit
The follow up to the UK visit was the selection of students for the 2012 student exchange to
Uru. There are also displays around school, presentations to the Rotary and talks given in Y7
assemblies.
Return Visit
The students and leaders are selected and we are now preparing for the visit to Uru which will
take place in July 2012.
Leader’s Evaluation and Conclusions:
Leadership:
 How was the UK leadership team recruited? What criteria (if any) were used?
At the start of the year there was a general invitation given to all staff to be involved in the two
year cycle of the link programme. We had a good response with 7 staff coming forward to be a
part of the team this year. 2 of the staff (Sandra Kay & Kathy Arthur) wanted to take part as their
children had been a part of the link and so they had seen the enormous value of the exchange:
the school’s Senior Deputy Head Domenic Volpe was keen to see how the link impacted on
school life at a closer level; Liz Wannop, who had been a strong link member in the 1990s, took
my place on the 2010 trip to Tanzania and had enjoyed the experience so much that she
wanted to be involved in a 2 year cycle again; Will Kemp wanted to lead a year 1 exchange to
further develop professionally and the other 2 staff members were keen to see the process of
running the link. This team worked together for fundraising and on the residential weekend but
the final 2 members had to drop out before the visit of the Tanzanians for personal reasons and
so there were 5 staff during the visit of the Tanzanians. The only criteria used were availability
and commitment. As there were 7 staff it helped greatly with fundraising and staffing team
events.
 What team building (if any) did the leadership team undertake?
The team had frequent meetings at lunchtimes and meals together prior to school evening
events. We worked together as a team during the frequent fundraising events.
 How successful was the integration with overseas visitors?
The integration was once again very successful. As Febronia has been to UK on a link
exchange previously she could easily communicate and relax with the leaders. Immanuel is the
school deputy head and got on very well with Domenic. He was very clear with his students
about expectations & stayed with me for a week which helped to ensure that everything ran
smoothly. Allowing Tanzanian students to use our Sixth form space meant that they made many
friends quickly and I am happy that the programme works really well now with the residential at
the start to allow for really quick and successful integration of both groups.
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Overall Evaluation and Conclusions:
 In what ways have the aims and objectives of this exchange project been met?
The learning outcomes seemed to have been achieved (see appendix) It was pleasing that the
numbers of positive responses increased as the year progressed.
 What were the particularly successful features in the overall planning or realisation of the
exchange?
This was the eleventh student exchange visit of Uru to WHS. This means there is great
understanding and trust between the two schools. There was good communication beforehand
due to access to a mobile phone and the internet/email. Also, as I was able to go on a pre-visit
this year and work with the Uru School Link Committee and the 10 students coming on the visit
it ensured that there was a clear understanding of the programme and the theme of the visit.
This meant that the programme overall was a great success
 What were the major problems during the exchange? Could they have been prevented
and, if so, how?
Our major issue this year was that one Tanzanian student left his hand baggage in the arrivals
hall at Heathrow Airport. This contained his passport and despite numerous contacts with
Heathrow they were unable to locate it. This meant that we had to get an emergency passport
for the young man which entailed a visit to London with Will and Immanuel to accompany him.
The cost for this was £400 which Uru School agreed to fund but it was a very stressful
experience for all involved as they needed to travel after school by bus to minimise cost and we
were unsure as to whether we had all the correct paperwork needed for the emergency
document as there was no copy of the original passport. Mansweth was able to get the
passport number and the Tanzanian Embassy were very helpful in email and phone
conversations prior to gaining the document. We need to ensure that a copy of the passports is
taken before leaving Uru and that students are very clear about looking after their baggage as I
don’t think they grasped just how rigid our airport security systems are in the UK.
 From your perspective, what learning outcomes have been achieved by the young
people? What do you think they have gained from this visit in the short term and long
term?
See evaluation of leaning outcomes in the appendix. I think the greatest benefit has been the
growth in self-confidence of the young people as they have developed a range of skills. Most of
them have also demonstrated a higher level of tolerance in a range of situations and their
emotional resilience has increased. Long term, all have developed strong friendships and a
much wider knowledge of the world and it’s cultures which will lead to them being more open
minded in future study and professions.
 Are there any ways in which you think young people’s participation in the ownership and
organisation of the exchange project could have been increased?
The students were consulted on most issues and helped plan the activities. Students are also
members of the steering group. There is a suggestion that they should be able to participate
more in the selection process by being able to award points to their peers and this is something
we will look to build in on the next Year 1 phase.
 What have been the personal learning outcomes for the leadership team?
I think I have learnt that most issues can be overcome with a calm approach and that most
things are not insurmountable. The passport issue really helped me to see this and has
increased my confidence in my abilities as leader and co-ordinator.
 What is assessment of the overall success or otherwise of the exchange? - Has this
been an effective youth work project? Would you do it again?
A fantastic success. I really enjoyed this visit and so did the groups. It led to a nomination from
the parents for an education award for link and its impact on the community of which I am
immensely proud (although we did not win on the night!) The benefits to the school and the
community are too many to list and the effectiveness of breaking down stereotypes and
prejudice cannot be under-estimated. Of course I will do it again! We have a 25th anniversary to
celebrate!
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Comments from Kathy Arthur – Staff team member
I thoroughly enjoyed being part of the team hosting the Tanzanian visit and felt the tone of the
trip was positive, enthusiastic and fun right from the start. Having the trip to Threlkeld early gave
both students and staff opportunities to get to know each other and be able to relax in each
other’s company. Watching the young people problem solving their way through the tasks set
and taking the opportunities to ‘walk and talk’, investigating the cultural differences and
similarities was particularly rewarding.
The visit to Walby was both informative and fun and it struck me that this activity allowed
everybody to learn alongside each other about agriculture, diversification and the environmental
and social impact the changes had on the local area. It was an activity where everybody had
something to learn and take away and of course the slides and go-carts were great fun!
Another high point for me was watching the yr7 and yr8 students discovering a shared
enjoyment of music and dance at the school disco and supporting each other in an impromptu
dance competition. It also allowed the Tanzanian students an opportunity to be involved in and
see first-hand some of the fun raising activities in school.
Moving forwards I wondered if there was room for some flexibility in the programme to allow the
staff team from both schools to meet and work together in making decisions and negotiating
responsibilities at the start of the visit.
On a personal note, I found hosting a member of the staff team for a week and having some of
my ideas challenged particularly thought provoking, comparing timelines of technological
development and the impact this has had on leisure time for instance, as well as many
conversations and laughs about the roles of women brought a real sense of shared experience
and friendship.

Co-ordinators Overall Summary
This was a challenging year in some ways as we started with a very large group of both staff
and students that needed quite careful management to ensure that everyone felt involved and a
part of the process but ensuring that we had regular meetings and that there were clear roles in
the staff team meant that we soon settled in to a more cohesive group. The loss of the passport
was very unfortunate and made it very difficult for the young man to be completely relaxed at
the start of the visit and there was a definite sense of relief once this issue had been solved and
of a greater sense of enjoyment.
My favourite event this year was the visit to Walby Farm and we are indebted to Neil and Katie
for providing a free visit for the Tanzanians and such an interesting talk to the group. We will
definitely do this again as there is a project suggestion to look at leisure activities in the future. I
also really enjoyed the chance to go out to see the primary visits and have lots of ideas on how
to improve these in the future.
Looking forward, plans are under way to celebrate our 25th anniversary from July 2012 to July
2013 including parties, displays and a 25 year diary of our favourite memories (like one of Phil’s
teams running the Cumbrian Run in a cardboard jeep which was soon abandoned in a bush!).
And there is always more to learn and improve!

Ellen Mothersdale
International Links Co-ordinator
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Appendices
Programme for the Student Exchange Visit: June 29th to July 24th 2011
Date
Morning
Tues 28th June
SPORTS DAY
Wed 29th June

Arrive Heathrow 06:50 Collected by EM & WK
Lunch at Stafford or Keele Services

Thurs 30th

WK bring group from LL to school 8:15am
9am Mayor, WK to drive & C Ellis to
accompany
Packing for residential. Free time LL
Collect packed lunches 10:20
EM & EW to collect 11am

Fri 1st July

Sat 2nd July

Residential with WHS group
Activities with Moira Houlan

Sun 3RD July

Residential with WHS group
Church service in Keswick (9am)
Whinlatter walk
WK collect from LL
House Assembly with Acacia (EVERYONE IN
HOUSE ASSEMBLIES)
Shadow Y8 WHS students
DISCO TICKET SALES
WK to collect from LL
House Assembly with Baobab
Y12 shadow lesson 1
Bowling Len Tweddle & 2010 group 10 - 12
Staff Talent Show

Mon 4th July

Tues 5th July
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Afternoon
Leave KIA at 16:00
Arrive Addis 20:00
EM & WK collect bus P4 & drive to Staffs
Stop at WHS and WK collect school bus
Arrive Low Luckens approx. 3:30pm
Unpack, tour farm.
Soup FK
EM to take hired bus back to Glenrental
Tour of Carlisle
WK to drive bus & return to LL by 2:30pm
Back to school for 3pm
Lunch (EM, EW) at Talkin Tarn
Back to WHS for 1:30pm
Walk around Brampton with 2010 groups 1:30 –
3:30pm “Town Trail”
Residential with WHS group
Activities with Moira Houlan
Residential with WHS group
until 4:30pm
EM to return to Low Luckens
Junior Sports Day at WHS
Shadow Y8 WHS students
Mrs Kiwia to shop (KA 4 & 5)
WK to return to LL
Y12 Pupil shadow lesson 4 & 5
WK to return to LL

Evening
Leave Addis 04:00
EM & WK Staffordshire
Welcome Party Brampton
Methodist Hall 7 – 9 (all
group)
WK to bring from LL &
return
2010 group BBQ
WK/EW/FK/SME
Evening Meal at WHS T7
(Group)
Watch “Fix the Fells”
Residential (EVERYONE)
Residential

Evening Meal EM

Evening Meal Tanz group

Evening Meal Tanz group

Wed 6th July

Thurs 7th July

Fri 8th July
Sat 9th July
Sun 10th July
Mon 11th July

Tues 12th July
Wed 13th July
Thurs 14th July
Fri 15th July
Sat 16th July
Sun 17th July

WK to collect from LL
Assembly with Mpingo
Shadow Y7 WHS students
DISCO TICKET SALES
WK to collect from LL
House Assembly with Ndizi
Shadow Y9 WHS students
Staff Talent Show
WK to collect from LL and take to Walby
Walby Farm Visit 10am – 2pm (WK, EW, DV,
SK, KA, JB)
Home stay Family 1
Home stay Family 1 (Church Carlisle 10am
Warwick Road Our Lady & St Joseph)
Castle Carrock School 10am – 12:45pm
& lunch
(EM)
Stanwix depart 10am
Back for 12:15
(WK)
Fir Ends School
Back for 12:15
(EM)
Shankhill & lunch 10 – 1:30pm
(WK)
Brampton Primary School & lunch 10:15 –
1pm (CE)
Home stay Family 2
Home stay Family 2 (Church Carlisle 10am

Mon 18th July

Individual Tanz projects
P1 – IT2 – EW & EM
P2 – IT2 – EW & WK
P3 – IT2 – SK & WK
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Shadow Y7
Staff to Tea Party 1:30 – 3pm
WK to return to LL

Evening meal Tanz group

Primary School Presentation at WHS (EW & DV)
Football (WK & KP)
Fish & chips for tea (WK)

Y7 & 8 DISCO!
WK to return to Low
Luckens

Walby Farm visit
Return to school for 3pm to meet Home Stay
families
Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 1

Hayton School 1:00 – 3pm
(EM)

Home stay Family 1

Project work
P4 – IT4 – EM & WK & KA
P5 – LRC – EW, SK, WK
Individual Tanz Projects
P4 – IT4 – SK & WK
P5 – LRC – EW & DV & KA
With Y12

Home stay Family 1

Warwick Bridge Primary 1 – 3pm (SK)
Upstairs Meeting booked luggage
Home stay Family 2
Home stay Family 2

Home stay Family 2

Individual Tanz projects
P4 – LRC – WK
P5 – LRC – SK & WK

Home stay Family 2

Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 1

Home stay Family 2
Home stay Family 2

Tues 19th July
Wed 20th July
Thurs 21st July
Fri 22nd July
Sat 23rd July
Sun 24th July
Key

Free Day
Beamish Museum
(WK, EW, DV, SK, KA, JB + all students)
York

Free Day
Beamish Museum

Lightwater Valley Theme Park
Tourism in action – customer services or
marketing talk.
Home Stay Family 2
EM TO COLLECT MINIBUS

Lightwater Valley Theme Park

Meet at WHS at 10am
EM & WK to drive to Heathrow.
Tanzanian group by themselves
Tanzanian group with the community

Lunch at Stafford/Keele services
Check in by 6pm
Tanzanian group with WHS group
Tanzanian group with WHS students
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York

Home Stay Family 2

Home stay Family 2
Cote Ghyll Campsite, North
Allerton.
Cote Ghyll Campsite, North
Allerton.
Home stay Family 2
Leaving Party 7:30 – 9pm
Castle Carrock Village Hall
Home Stay Family 2
Depart Heathrow 21:00
Homestay family 1
Homestay family 2

General feedback from student members.
“I really enjoyed the whole experience of the Link, especially meeting new people and
the Tanzanians.
I learnt how to work as a team and gained confidence from fundraising events such as
bag-packing.
The way that the selection process worked meant that it gave you something to work for
because you wanted to get a star. I thought that the selection process was fair as the
people who made an effort were notified.”
“I feel that the year was successful and I thoroughly enjoyed myself and gained a lot
from being on the Link.
The page on the school website should be updated more regularly so that students can
print the schedule rather than look at the board.
Cake sales – only need 3 people to man the stall, only half the Link members needed to
make the cakes.
Disco working groups should be changed regularly.”
“I felt that the year was really well-organised. I found it particularly helpful to have an
annual timetable so that you could plan ahead. The events held, both during the
Tanzanians’ stay and earlier in the year, were well organised and encouraged team
work with people you didn’t know well. This enabled us all to make better friends with
one another initially so that when the Tanzanian students came over it was a friendly
and welcoming environment. This made it easier for them, and improved our
enjoyment. I can honestly say that it has been the best experience of my life so far and
even the early mornings couldn’t ruin the fun I had.
I feel that the selection process, although testing at times, is the fairest way possible. It
can seem like a big contest at times, which can cause conflict/tension, but I can’t think
of an easier or another fair method, and so I think that it is the best way to select
people. I like that the whole year is considered and that provides a way of determining
who has been genuinely committed throughout. I also appreciated the fact that homestays weren’t included, as that would have provided an unfair advantage.”
“I liked the use of stars and ‘N’s, however I thought the process of selection was
dragged on too far and it would have been fairer for those people who didn’t get on to
know about that before they accommodated a Tanzanian for a week and spent £140 on
residentials. Although people who didn’t get on probably benefited from the residentials
and enjoyed the experience, if that was me I don’t think I would go on them when I knew
I wouldn’t be going to Tanzania, as I would save £140.”
“I realise it was a very difficult decision to make (deciding who should go) but I really
liked the idea of us, as link members, selecting the criteria looked for. The only issue I
had was the black marks or stars idea, since I wasn’t really sure what kind of action
qualified for these.
I really enjoyed both residentials, but I think that York was the best for looking at the
theme of tourism and examples of British culture (plus, I’m pretty sure everyone enjoyed
the treat of going to Lightwater Valley).
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I think that organisation of all events was good – it was clear where we had to be and
what we had to do. I think e-mailing event information to our school addresses is a
good way to let us know what’s happening, provided I remember to check them.
I’m not usually a big fan of team-building activities but I actually really enjoyed those we
did during the Threlkeld residential with Moira. It helped to break the ice and spurred
conversation.”
“Selection process:- Generally good, clear guidelines to what was expected as a
member. However, it would be better if there was an opportunity to consult the Link
members in selecting also, not just the teachers. Some events (especially during the
stay of the exchange group) didn’t involve any teachers which gave light to different
personalities among the group which teachers may not have seen. To improve this it
would be good if, at the end of the year for example, each member could anonymously
choose 2 people to go/not go to give another perspective to the teachers.
Organisation:- Always great organisation, I never felt as if something was ill-prepared.
Enjoyment:- One of the best months! The opportunity was insane and I’ve made so
many friends, in school and amongst the Tanzanians. Other than the nervous feeling
for selection I fully enjoyed the year and the month with the Tanzanians.”
“I had an absolutely fabulous time, the whole experience was amazing. I made friends
for life and was able to learn about a new culture.
Even things like bag-packing were enjoyable because you knew it was for such a
brilliant outcome.
I think the whole thing was very well organised and I felt like the students were involved
every step of the way.
I do feel that because somebody has pulled out of the exchange the place should be
given to someone who didn’t get selected first time round, because I know I would have
been devastated if I hadn’t got through.”
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Evaluation of activities organised for William Howard Exchange Programme 20102011.
BASSENTHWAITE Residential
1: outcome completely achieved
2: outcome partially achieved
3:outcome not achieved

Team work
 Tolerance of others
 Be a team player
 Helping others
 Working well with others
 Patience – be supportive to others
 Demonstrate leadership within the team
Personal Skills:













How to manage time and money
Work on how to prioritise
Develop independence
Increase responsibility
Learn to compromise with peer pressure
Become more self confident
Become more self aware and disciplined
Learn to cope with disappointment
Learn to cope with pressure
Able to adapt to difficult situations
Be hardworking and determined

 Develop emotional strength
Organisational skills



Listening skills
Time management
 Getting paperwork in on time
Learning:
 Learning language
 Respect a different culture
 Share knowledge and understanding
 Education
 Role of family
 Leisure
 Environmental issues
Social skills
 Co-operate and be willing to learn from others
 Fund raising with a range of people
 Speak to a variety of people during events
Other:
 Make new friends both Tanzanian and British.
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1
67%
84%
67%
80%
57%
38%

2
27%
13%
30%
17%
37%
48%

3
6%
3%
3%
3%
6%
14%

52%
57%
67%
67%
69%
63%
63%
63%
63%
70%
80%
68%

41%
40%
27%
30%
24%
30%
30%
30%
34%
23%
13%
29%

7%
3%
6%
3%
7%
7%
7%
7%
3%
7%
7%
3%

80% 20%
57% 40% 3%
46% 46% 8%
21%
76%
73%
43%
29%
41%
23%

65%
21%
20%
50%
71%
59%
62%

14%
3%
7%
7%

15%

86% 7%
7%
45% 33% 22%
70% 23% 7%
56% 36% 8%

Evaluation of activities organised for William Howard Exchange Programme 2010
- 2011.
Fundraising – discos, bag-packing etc.
1: outcome completely achieved
2: outcome partially achieved
3:outcome not achieved

Team work
 Tolerance of others
 Be a team player
 Helping others
 Working well with others
 Patience – be supportive to others
 Demonstrate leadership within the team
Personal Skills:













How to manage time and money
Work on how to prioritise
Develop independence
Increase responsibility
Learn to compromise with peer pressure
Become more self confident
Become more self aware and disciplined
Learn to cope with disappointment
Learn to cope with pressure
Able to adapt to difficult situations
Be hardworking and determined

 Develop emotional strength
Organisational skills



Listening skills
Time management
 Getting paperwork in on time
Learning:
 Learning language
 Respect a different culture
 Share knowledge and understanding
 Education
 Role of family
 Leisure
 Environmental issues
Social skills
 Co-operate and be willing to learn from others
 Fund raising with a range of people
 Speak to a variety of people during events
Other:
 Make new friends both Tanzanian and British.
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1
67%
89%
89%
78%
62%
22%

2
33%
11%
11%
22%
38%
78%

78%
78%
56%
78%
78%
89%
89%
89%
56%
78%
100%
78%

22%
22%
44%
22%
22%
11%
11%
11%
44%
22%

3

22%

100%
78%
22%
33%
67%
50%
78%
78%
78%
88%
75%

38%% 12%
22%
22%
22%
12%
25%

100%
56%
44%
78%
22%
89%

11%

Evaluation of activities organised for William Howard Exchange Programme 2010
- 2011.
THRELKELD Residential
1: outcome completely achieved
2: outcome partially achieved
3:outcome not achieved

Team work
 Tolerance of others
 Be a team player
 Helping others
 Working well with others
 Patience – be supportive to others
 Demonstrate leadership within the team
Personal Skills:













How to manage time and money
Work on how to prioritise
Develop independence
Increase responsibility
Learn to compromise with peer pressure
Become more self confident
Become more self aware and disciplined
Learn to cope with disappointment
Learn to cope with pressure
Able to adapt to difficult situations
Be hardworking and determined

 Develop emotional strength
Organisational skills



Listening skills
Time management
 Getting paperwork in on time
Learning:
 Learning language
 Respect a different culture
 Share knowledge and understanding
 Education
 Role of family
 Leisure
 Environmental issues
Social skills
 Co-operate and be willing to learn from others
 Fund raising with a range of people
 Speak to a variety of people during events
Other:
 Make new friends both Tanzanian and British.
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1
75%
65%
65%
75%
70%
30%

2
15%
35%
35%
25%
20%
50%

3
10%

41%
61%
50%
63%
31%
65%
56%
29%
19%
61%
68%
56%

47%
39%
50%
32%
54%
29%
44%
57%
81%
39%
32%
44%

12%

10%
20%

5%
15%
6%
14%

75% 20% 5%
47% 53%
40% 40% 20%
63%
80%
75%
65%
54%
61%
59%

32% 5%
15% 5%
25%
35%
38% 8%
39%
41%

79% 21%
72% 14% 14%
78% 22%
80% 15% 5%

Evaluation of activities organised for William Howard Exchange Programme 2010
- 2011.
YORK Residential
1: outcome completely achieved
2: outcome partially achieved
3:outcome not achieved

Team work
 Tolerance of others
 Be a team player
 Helping others
 Working well with others
 Patience – be supportive to others
 Demonstrate leadership within the team
Personal Skills:













How to manage time and money
Work on how to prioritise
Develop independence
Increase responsibility
Learn to compromise with peer pressure
Become more self confident
Become more self aware and disciplined
Learn to cope with disappointment
Learn to cope with pressure
Able to adapt to difficult situations
Be hardworking and determined

 Develop emotional strength
Organisational skills



Listening skills
Time management
 Getting paperwork in on time
Learning:
 Learning language
 Respect a different culture
 Share knowledge and understanding
 Education
 Role of family
 Leisure
 Environmental issues
Social skills
 Co-operate and be willing to learn from others
 Fund raising with a range of people
 Speak to a variety of people during events
Other:
 Make new friends both Tanzanian and British.
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1
78%
78%
100%
78%
67%
33%

2
3
22%
22%

67%
78%
78%
89%
63%
78%
89%
88%
67%
89%
100%
100%

33%
22%
22%
11%
37%
22%
11%
12%
33%
11%

22%
33%
67%

100%
67%
33%
44%
56%
45%
89%
78%
78%
89%
56%
56%

33% 22%
11%
22%
22%
11%
44%
44%

100%
50%
50%
78%
22%
89%

11%

Staff and Students involved in the July 2011 Visit
The Uru Staff and students.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

FULL NAME
Innocent C. Kiria
Aristidi V. Shirima
Haruna T. Mtiliga
Baraka A. Barati
Huseni H. Huseni
Jamila A. Utanga
Emanuela E. Nkunda
Happyness C. Mushi
Jackline J. Temba
Khadija Y. Masebu
Mr. Imanuel A. Swai
Mrs. Febronia D. Marandu

FORM
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
1
Staff
staff

SEX
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
female
female
Male
female

RESIDENCE
Kartesh
Arusha
Singida
Tanga
Moshi
Arusha
Moshi
Dar es salaam
Kirua vunjo
Dar es salaam
Machame
Uru

William Howard School Staff and students.
TANZANIAN LINK - Student listing July 2011
Year 11
Year 12
Barthel Hannah
11IR
Birt Hannah
Betts Charlie
11MA
Grierson Emily
Callaghan Robyn
11IR
Jennings Lucy
Foster Sarah
11LGA
Lewsley Oban
Garner Bethany
11IR
Little Naomi
Hinson Emily
11EB
Lomax Catherine
Johnston Conor
11JHH
McAlister Cara
McGahan Joshua
11IR
McKie Tabitha
Moore Rosie
11EB
Pickering Katharine
Neubauer Annaliese
11TA
Shore Jessica
Orr Ken
11MA
Simpson Bethany
Stewart Erin
11LGA
Spears Phoebe
Vaughan Charlotte
11IR
Staff
Mr Will Kemp
Mrs Liz Wannop
Mrs Sandra Kay
Mrs Kathy Arthur
Mr Domenic Volpe
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12RN
12SBL
12LS
12SRB
12ANW
12LS
12EW
12LS
12RN
12BH
12RN
12EW

Finances
Tanzanian Accounts 2010 - 2011 (Tanzanians to UK)
Income

Expenditure

Fund raising

Travel

Disco (4)
Non Uniform

£ 2,648.24

CAKE SALE

£
£
£
£
£
£

Bag Packing
Individual
Race Night
Tanz items sale
Total

Flights
Visa's
Travel

1,041.44
1,587.82
3,728.29
493.40
87.00
9,586.19

Accomodation

Low Luckens

Grants

City Council
CYEC
Lowther Trust
Neighbourhood Forum
Rotary

£9,480
£ 1,603.00
£ 763.33 £ 11,846.33

£ 425.00 £

425.00

Food

£ 4,800.00
£ 500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 400.00

Low Luckens
School Meals
Parties

£ 213.06
£ 282.65
£ 24.00
£

519.71

£

4,241.65

Donations

Lees Hill
Lost property

£
59.04
£
37.50
Pupil contribution York
£ 2,500.00
Pupil contribution Threlkeld £ 1,000.00
Bassenthwaite extra
£ 108.29

Trips and visits

Threlkeld
York
Walby

£ 1,353.60
£ 2,838.05
£ 50.00

Projects
Total Income

CYEC reg
Current Balance

£ 19,991.02

-£
25.00
£ 1,771.51

Photo display

£
£

-

£

-

Other

Miscellaneous
Presents
Postage
Photocopying
Usagara retainer
Insurance
Catering (coffee)
Passport costs

in travel
approx £50
£
8.50
£ 128.22
£ 300.00
£ 381.60
£ 13.00
£ 330.50
£

TOTAL
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1,161.82

£ 18,194.51

